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Medical Assistance
1) Ankle Monitor individual residing at home, are they eligible for MA or not? Answer in volume 8-“individual eligible if not in a community
corrections facility”.
A. As long as the individual is not on house arrest they may be eligible.
2) If an individual applies for MA prior to Dec. 15 they do not have an eligibility determination before COB Dec 15 will they have continuous
eligibility?
A. As a general rule for Medicaid and CHP+, eligibility starts on the first of the month that the individual applies, not on the date that the
determination was made. Continuous eligibility will not be lost due to the date that the determination was made.
Exceptions to this rule is when retroactive Medicaid is considered.
If a customer is APTC eligible and they apply on December 13th and their determination is not complete by December 15th and,
therefore, they do not select a plan by the 15th, their insurance coverage could not start until February 1st provided they selected a plan
by Jan 15th.
3) Will the Reasonable Compatibility page be populated? Or post the reason for income differences.
A. The Reasonable Compatibility page will not be populated with a record. Users do not need to enter a record. If the individual’s income is
not reasonably compatible, EDBC will generate a Verification Checklist (VCL), set a due date and act accordingly.
The customer does have the ability via PEAK to report a reasonable compatible explanation.
However, currently the notice does not inform the client they can go to PEAK to report the discrepancy reasons. Notices advise the
customer to contact MAXIMUS or the county in which they reside.
4) How far can a MA worker rescind the case back if they were previously denied for MA?
A. CBMS allows a rescind of the case back as far as the Case Data change entered, however per Program Area this should not be done
without a justified reason that is well documented in the case.
5) How should Financial Aid that is being used for non-educational purposes be entered in to CBMS so it is looked as countable income?
A. The same process that is followed today when entering financial aid should be followed. If it is a non-educational expense, you will need
to enter in the appropriate type of living expense on the Financial Aid window.
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6) What is the auto-enrollment process going to be like? Especially with the new APTC questions, who will be checking these cases on an
annual basis?
A. An addendum is being evaluated to be sent to those individuals who may need to provide additional APTC-related question information.
In regard to renewals in the new shared system, this will be addressed in a future phase of the shared eligibility project, and we will
provide more information at that time.
7) If a client applies for MA and is denied but they choose to appeal the denial and through the appeal process they miss the open
enrollment period. What do they do? What happens?
A. Contact medicaid.eligibility@state.co.us
8) If a client is in a situation where their monthly income makes them ineligible for MA but then they go to C4 and are ineligible for APTC
based on their annual income. Who should they contact at the state?
A. The State has operationalized the process. All income information for all programs is now captured within the new shared system. If a
customer is ineligible for Medicaid based upon their current monthly income, and their annual income is below 100% FPL, they would be
eligible for Medicaid.
The customer will report all income at once and if the customer is over income for Medicaid based on monthly income but within
Medicaid range based on actual annual income, the system will automatically put that individual into Medicaid. An appeal is no longer
necessary. However, if a customer feels they have had their case determined incorrectly, they should appeal.
9) Out of state temporarily for MA. If a child goes to another state for 4 months during the summer and livs with non-custodial parent, can
they receive and apply for MA in that state and still receive on Colorado case?
A. A customer cannot receive medical assistance benefits in two states at the same time.
I.
What does data entry look like for MA purposes?
A. If the non-custodial parent wanted to get the child Medicaid in the other state, the child would need to be marked in CBMS as,
not applying in Colorado and parents/techs would need to work together to ensure there was no overlap in coverage. Since only
one parent should be claiming the child on their taxes for the whole coverage year, the child could not access tax credits in one
state for part of the year and in another state for another part of the year unless the parent who was claiming the child had
indeed moved to another state.
II.
What does data entry look like for APTC purposes?
A. For APTC that person will need to be marked in CBMS as, not in the home and out of state temporarily checked “YES”.
If the child was APTC eligible through the custodial parent, and wanted to remain on their health insurance plan while they were
out of state, you could leave the child as in the home since there was intent to return and mark them as temporarily absent. The
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child would not want to get any routine care out of state unless their plan would cover that. Medicaid and CHP+ follow these
same guidelines.
III.
Is there a set timeframe for how long they can be out of the state and remain open in CO?
A. Generally this deals with intent to return. If customer is still a Colorado resident and intends to return, they can be considered
temporarily absent.
IV.
Can they apply in the state that they are living in if they have a medical need there?
A. They would want to ensure they were not receiving benefits in Colorado at that time and that they had established the necessary
residency in the state in which they were currently residing. In addition, some emergencies could be handled even if they were
in another state under their Colorado program or insurance but the individual would need to confirm with the program/plan that
the particular emergency can be covered.
10) What is Exceptional Circumstances---full definition?
A. An Exception Circumstance is a situation the customer cannot dictate or control such as being a victim of domestic violence.
11) How can a customer see the Authorization #? Is it available in CBMS?
A. If a customer initiates an application through the C4 door eligibility results will show the authorization # for APTC and Medicaid eligibility
results, if applicable. If client applies via PEAK and is approved APTC the correspondence shows the APTC Authorization #. Authorization
# information will be sent via payload to C4. CBMS workers can only see the authorization number via client correspondence.
12) Is the Good Cause field in the Individual Residency page used for Medical Assistance or APTC/CSR?
A. This field is not currently used for Medical Assistance.
13) EED on Unearned UIB compared to UIB End Date? Does one trump the other?
A. Whenever a window is end-dated, it limits what EDBC can utilize in determination. The user should be trained to end date both the UIB
End Date and the Effective End Dates. This will impact MA.

Tax Filer
1) An example of a Tax Dependent (Person on the Application) and Person not on the application?
A. On the Individual Tax Information page, Person not on the application would apply if the person is a dependent of someone who is not
included on that particular MA application.
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2) Is there a plan to make tax filer status mandatory in CBMS? Can it be denied if they don’t complete or don’t provide?
A. The Tax Filer page is not mandatory in CBMS however if this page is bypassed or not completed the case will display a Data Conflict.
Individuals cannot be denied due to not providing this information. HCPF strongly recommends this information be entered in CBMS if
available. Eligibility sites can follow up with customers to obtain this information. If tax filer information is not entered or provided the
household may be placed in an incorrect Medicaid Budget Unit (MBU) but should not be denied or discontinued from benefits.
3) Tax Filing Status? How do workers use this? Ask Questions?
A. The tax questions are in the current Medical Assistance application, but are not yet in the joint Medical/financial application. Until the
State finalizes the addendum to the joint application, counties should continue with the previous guidance provided to obtain that
information; calling client, mailing pages of the Medicaid application, etc. to obtain the information.

Citizenship / Identity
1) Citizenship and Identity already verified if they provide another exact doc. Do they enter? What if Different?
A. If the Citizenship and Identity (C & I) were already verified via Interfaces, the worker should enter a case comment identifying which
documentation they received from the client to prove C & I.
2) SSA payment received but C&I not populated? What values are used?
A. Contact medicaid.eligibility@state.co.us
3) How do Site or County workers identify if verifications of Citizenship and Identity were uploaded by Brokers/Agents?
A. If documentation is uploaded by an agent/broker on behalf of the customer into EDMS in PEAK, the appropriate worker will be notified
that these documents are in the EDMS system to be worked. There is tracking behind the scenes to tell when a broker has worked on
behalf of a customer.
4) Does the Verify Lawful Presence Interface work correctly?
A. Yes, the Interface is working correctly. If you are having trouble with the interface, please submit a help desk ticket.
5) What is the purpose or reason for the questions: “Were you a US citizen in the last three months? What was your status?
A. This is for the 3 month retro-Medicaid period. We need to verify if you were a citizen during that time period.
6) Worker receives an expired non-citizen document, SAVE is checked and SAVE says the card is valid/indefinite?
A. If SAVE verified the information, then it is acceptable.
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7) Are class codes updated frequently? Is there a plan to update these class codes?
A. Class codes will be updated in a future project.

PEAK
1) If a user has the same user name and password for PEAK and C4 how does that work?
A. Even if the customer choses to use the same user name and password for both their C4 and PEAK account last year, they still have two
separate accounts. The customer should choose whichever account they prefer to use this year and then only use that account for their
application needs. I would recommend using their C4 account if the household has tax credits or is a mixed eligibility household (i.e.
parents have tax credits and children have CHP+). Then, if the customer ever has the need to log onto the other site, they should
indicate they are using the credentials (user name and password) of the account they have chosen to stick with. The reason for this is to
ensure the customer data carries through as the customer moves between eligibility determination and shopping.
2) When will county staff have access to the PEAK train environment?
A. PEAK TRN access was provided to Open Enrollment SES participants in the evaluation information. The TRN environment can be
accessed at: http://trn-coloradopeak.cs24.force.com/
3) Is there a plan for PEAK to display system issues? For an example a scrolling banner or notification to let clients know.
A. PEAK is available 24 hours a day and is not taken down for maintenance.
4) Is there a way to track who makes changes in PEAK when it comes over to CBMS? Do they have to go back to PEAK?
A. PEAK changes are not visible to CBMS workers. CBMS will show history of changes made by a worker.
5) How is PEAK security tied to the report my changes on closed cases? Example: Ex-spouse reporting changes.
A. Access to the PEAK account is not tied to the status of the case. If the primary account holder has authorized a secondary account
holder or authorized representative to have access to the PEAK account then they will be able to log in and report changes even on a
closed account. PEAK primary account holders must ensure to update access they have given to individuals if a circumstance arises
where they do not want them to access the information.

6) An existing PEAK user must run through SES before they can log-in through the C4 sign on but the C4 user is not required to do that. Why
is it set up to only sync one way?
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A. It is setup to sync both ways, but it is a question of when the necessary data can be passed to the other website so the customer can
access the site. When a customer creates a C4 account and goes into the shared system, at that point, PEAK has access to the
information that is needed for a customer to log into PEAK using their C4 user name and password. If a customer creates an account in
PEAK, because the shared application resides in the PEAK area, the information that is needed for a customer to log into the
Marketplace for shopping is not passed to the Marketplace until the determination of eligibility is made and the necessary information is
passed to the Marketplace.
7) If a client applies/submits application can they go in after and submit a change to add a broker/agent/authorized rep/secondary account
holder?
A. Agents/Brokers and Health Coverage Guides must be entered into the Marketplace as the Marketplace is the one who tracks these
individuals. www.connectforhealthco.com. Customers can make these updates in the Marketplace at any time.
Authorized reps and secondary account holders can be updated through PEAK. www.colorado.gov/PEAK. Again, the customer will want
to use the credentials for the account they have chosen to stick with this year in applying for coverage.
8) Is there a plan to make more fields required when the client applies and is only hoping to get a denial so they can go the marketplace and
shop?
A. All fields that are required for a full Medicaid/CHP/tax credit determination must be answered. If a child is eligible for Medicaid or CHP+
that is the program they need to be enrolled in.
I.
Since CBMS may not deny a customer if they are eligible based on the information that was entered and the children are
placed on the 12 month continuous eligibility but the family doesn’t want the children on Medicaid what does a County do in
this situation?
A. If a child is eligible for Medicaid or CHP+ that is the program they need to be enrolled in. As long as the information was entered
correctly into the system, this is how things should stay. If information was entered incorrectly and they were placed on
continuous eligibility, the client can request to be withdrawn from the program.
II.
Why can a client enter $0 in PEAK and be eligible for Medicaid? Is the information required?
A. If the customer correctly entered $0, they should be Medicaid eligible. Income information is required if someone has a job.
Some individuals have been confused when entering income because they will mark there is income for the household but then
do not understand that you then have to select the individual to who the income applies in order to be asked detailed questions
about the income. Keep in mind that income will be verified via Interface.
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9) Do you know if the PEAK will enter the current income they reported and also the reduced amount based on their annualized projection?
A. PEAK will populate the CBMS Income Received Details window with what the current income that was reported and the reduced
annualized amount (Actual Annual Amount) if applicable on the APTC Income Summary page.
10) Next Steps overview, where is the authorization #? C4 needs the authorization number.
A. If the client is approved for APTC, the Next Steps Overview page in PEAK will display the eligibility results and the APTC/CSR
authorization # and ask the customer to shop for a plan. C4 will receive a payload report with this information. (Reference question
#11 in the section Medical Assistance).

APTC Eligibility
1) How will eligibility workers be notified when a client switches from APTC to gaining MA or meeting a MEC? Alert? Report?
A. C4 will be sent a report if someone switches from APTC to MA. There will not be alerts to notify the eligibility workers in CBMS. The case
will close when APTC has been determined.
2) Overall to what extent will county staff be expected to complete the APTC windows?
A. County workers would be expected to process initial paper applications they receive which would contain questions related to APTC.
They will also be expected to address the Life Change Event window at RRR. Counties should not have to do troubleshooting on
APTC/CSR cases, or mixed cases with APTC/CSR and Medicaid/CHP+. Those cases are assigned to C4HCO and will be worked by their
staff.
3) If a customer has a plan in the cart? Will they be auto enrolled? Will they get a notice saying they have a plan in the cart?
A. If someone who was previously on the auto reenrollment track puts a plan in their cart, they will be removed from that track and need
to come back into the Marketplace to complete their enrollment into the new plan they have put in their cart or their existing plan. They
will not get a notice saying they have a plan in the cart.
4) Why does APTC run for the last EDBC run month? Is it because health insurance is prospective and not retrospective?
A. Correct. APTC runs for the last month because health insurance is prospective vs. retrospective. Once a customer has an eligibility
determination, if shopping is done during the 1st-15th of the month the plan coverage begins first of the next month. If shopping occurs
after the 15th of the month coverage will begin the first of the following month.
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5) If a client is eligible for auto re-enrollment in October but chooses to go on and shop and purchase new plan on November 15th and then
receive the Income Fail notification in November. How will their tax credits be affected?
A. They will need to submit a new application to receive an updated eligibility determination. We do not expect this process to begin until
January. CMS has not allowed C4HCO to hit the verification system.
6) What does the Change Events page in CBMS do? When do workers enter it? How does it talk with C4?
A. The Change Events page captures life change events (LCE) the client may report such as loss of employer sponsored coverage or
divorce/annulment. If a client reports these changes the worker must enter the change on this page so that CBMS will run eligibility for
APTC outside of the open enrollment period. The worker can enter multiple LCEs in the page for the case, if applicable. In addition the
worker must enter changes into this window at RRR, if applicable.
7) What do County staff do if a customer reports a different annual amount than what CBMS is showing? How do we correct this?
A. If the client declares a different amount from what CBMS is showing the worker needs to update the Actual Annual Income Amount in
the APTC Income Summary page. This field is enabled and can be edited by the worker to ensure CBMS has the correct income amount
information.

Application
1) Is determination of Medical eligibility 90 days from the Date of Application?
A. 90 days from application date.
2) Is the State creating an addendum to attach to older apps for APTC/CSR questions? When?
A. No. Counties should start using the new application as soon as it is released.
3) If an individual applies for MA on 11/1/2014 and receives a denial. Do they have to re-apply after 11/10/2014 during open enrollment?
A. Yes they will have to re-apply after 11/10. In order for CBMS to determine MA eligibility for APTC eligibility must be run after 11/10.
4) At what point is the authorized representative required to provide the verification/documentation that they are the authorized rep?
A. If at any time the Customer designates an individual as an authorized representative legal documentation is required. They system has
been programmed to generate a Verification Checklist (VCL) to request this information.
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Interfaces
1) Resolving IEVS discrepancies? Do counties have to close them? HCPF policy told us counties not to work them because of shared
eligibility?
A. On cases with IEVS discrepancies that are APTC only or mixed eligibility (example. parents on tax credits and kids with CHP+), C4 will be
using CBMS trained contractors to address this type of ongoing case maintenance.

Security/Access
1) Why don’t MA Sites have access to Colorado Department of Labor and Employment?
A. MA sites do not need access to CDLE since Client Statement is an acceptable income verification source, and the interface does
additional verifications.
2) How does a county worker who does not have access to C4 get the info?
A. CBMS workers do not have access to connect for health marketplace. CBMS worker are able to view and update the APTC sub menu
pages as applicable. APTC/C4 authorization numbers are viewable to these workers via the Client Correspondence for the specific case.

MEQC
1) Who gets the QA Error when an MA Site determines eligibility and passes the case along to C4 for ongoing maintenance on MA/APTC
combo cases? The MA Site? The ongoing maintenance worker?
A. The MEQC process does not change for this circumstance. The site who initiates the application process and eligibility determination is
responsible for eligibility accuracy. Therefore the site that conducted the error will be sited the error.
2) Will the APTC calculation or eligibility result be pulled by MEQC and auditable?
A. Yes, all actions taken on eligibility determination are auditable. For additional MEQC information contact
medicaid.eligibility@state.co.us

Food Assistance
1) If an authorized representative is added in to PEAK it is set up to populate in to CBMS but this will affect FA by automatically changing the
Auth. Rep to case payee.
A. The ability to add an Authorized Representative in PEAK-SES is only available for MA only applications. The information will be mapped
to Authorized Representative page in CBMS and will not affect the Case Payee.
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2) Does Food Assistance read out of the state temporarily?
A. No this field doesn’t not affect Food Assistance.
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